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• 4 AV trials/demonstrations on public 
roads

• Multiple city and local authority 
engagements

• Consumer research / public attitudes 
/ focus groups

• Safety Assurance methodology to 
demonstrate alignment with PAS 1881

Project Endeavour 
…a mobility project designed to accelerate 
and scale the adoption of autonomous 
vehicle services across the UK
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Some Key Endeavour Activities



Tech Development and Deployment



Simulating AV services across multiple cities

Simulating different Endeavour services 
using the Immense platform



AV Fleet Modelling – Yardley, Birmingham

3 vehicles 10 vehicles

With ride-sharing, a fleet of 10 AVs could serve well over 1,000 trips

Simulations show that passenger wait time averages only 5 minutes, with more 

than 85% of vehicle mileage spent with passengers onboard



Oxbotica – and the Endeavour field trials - is the first / 
only  company to be audited for compliance against 
the UK Code of Practice for Automated Vehicle 
Trialing and other related safety standards (BSI’s 
PAS1881 and PAS1883).

Assuring Safety and Cybersecurity at live 
trials



Urban CAV readiness to inform public 

authorities about CAM implementation

Local Authorities Transport Authorities General Public

• Widescale 
engagement across 
the UK to increase 
CAM understanding

• Development of 
Local Authority 
Licensing Process & 
Information Pack

• Broad end user 
research to 
understand public 
attitudes & 
preferences

• Debunking AV myths 
and misconceptions 
around AV safety

• Development of 
Mobility Assessment 
Framework to aid 
decision making 
about AV services

• Empower authorities 
to develop services 
that serve city needs



Local Stakeholder Engagement

• Network Management

• Fire & Rescue Service

• Emergency Planning

• Local Police

• Road Safety (BRAKE)

• Local community



CAM-SAT: Connected and Automated 
Mobility – Safety Assurance Tool



The safety challenge with AV trials in public spaces: 

Objective:
• Innovation
• Safety
• Public acceptance
• Testing across UK

Challenge:
• Assurance vs liability
• Time and resource intensive
• Inconsistency in requirements
• Protecting IP
• Maintaining an audit trial

Solution:
• One approach
• Proportionality 
• Acceptance

CAM-SAT: a new tool for Safety Assurance 



How the CAM-SAT tool works



What does the public think of AVs?

• We surveyed the general 
public.

• We invited the public to 
participate in a physical trial 
in Greenwich and developed 
a VR experience.

• Workshops, focus groups 
and before + after trial 
surveys.

Image: Participants experiencing Endeavour VR 

videos at the Greenwich Trial.



National survey findings (>2,500 respondents)

• Only 3 in 10 think AVs 
will be safer than 
human driven vehicles.

• Over a quarter (26.8%) 
would feel OK riding in 
an AV tomorrow.

• A third trust AVs 
(33.5%).
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Greenwich trial findings

• Over 125 members of the public experienced a ride in 
the vehicle and 50 participated in interviews.

• 96% agreed said they enjoyed “the experience of 
riding in an autonomous vehicle”.

• Before and after data shows the trial improved:
• Trust in AVs (improved+16%)
• Perceptions of safety (improved+15%)



Recommendations for industry and policy makers

• Safety is the number one concern for members of the public. 

• Public trials build understanding and acceptance

To drive adoption and acceptance policy makers and industry should focus on:

1. More public demonstrations of AV tech in diverse settings.

2. Improving general public’s knowledge and understanding.

3. Ensuring all demographics are engaged in AV service design & 
development.





projectendeavour.uk
linkedin.com/company/endeavourrideshare
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